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Once every �ve years, Vleeshal awards the Vleeshal Art Prize to a promising artist from
Middelburg (NL) to encourage the development of the artist’s work. Vleeshal appoints an
external curator to select the winner and curate the accompanying exhibition. This time curator
and critic Julia Geerlings has been invited. She chose Pieter Slagboom as the winner of the 2018
Vleeshal Art Prize. The exhibition at Vleeshal is the result of an ongoing dialogue between the
artist and the curator.

The work of Pieter Slagboom is a poetic analysis of contemporary society. At the same time, his
pencil drawings visualize his inner world. They are replete with personal symbols and refer to
life’s major themes: birth, death, religion, and sexuality. His idiosyncratic and distinctive style of
using curling and shaded pencil lines in a variety of bright colors, portrays confronting and
mysterious scenes.

For the exhibition “As Long As The Potatoes Grow” at Vleeshal, Slagboom developed a brand
new body of work, consisting of ten monumental drawings on linen, set in a steel construction
designed by the artist. This installation is a key project in Slagboom’s development, marking a
coming together of scale and the revelation of his drawings as a spatial process. In recent
years, his pencil drawings have been getting bigger and bigger and Vleeshal’s monumental
space o�ers Slagboom the opportunity to create even larger drawings.

Scale and format are not mere formal aspects of his work, but also relate to the content. The
viewer is led along a labyrinthian route past ten drawings which are suspended dynamically in
the Vleeshal. At one moment you, the observer, are standing up close to a drawing, and at
another moment there is room to observe a drawing as a panoramic landscape. The further
you advance through the space, the more distinct both form and content become. Slagboom
constructs his images in gentle, bright colors that take on a spatial e�ect on the linen canvas
due to the layered, wavy or curly pencil lines. The softness of the pencil and the brightness of
the colors contrast starkly with the explicit scenes, which gradually take shape.

This slow revelation gives the observer time to process the layered structure of the motives:
large foot soles, a female �gure bent over a male �gure in a casket, a clitoris penetrating a
penis, a female �gure urinating on a face, mating rats, sni�ng dogs. The images are
provocative, causing the viewer to instinctively turn away. But whoever keeps looking, also sees
an inner world of absurd rituals and personal symbols to do with death, violence, and sexuality
—not readily interpretable.

There are many antitheses in the work, both in terms of form and themes: the olfactory world
of dogs versus the visual world of humans, civilization versus instinct, death versus life, organic
versus geometric, man versus woman. A recurring theme is the individual in con�ict, trapped in
between cultural and social norms on the one hand and biologically driven behavior on the



other. In particular, the coercion that religion and culture exert on the body and the intellect.
The French writer and philosopher Georges Bataille shares Slagboom’s fascination with the
interplay between eroticism, violence, death, and faith. “Two things are inevitable,” writes
Bataille, “we can’t avoid our mortality and we can’t help transgressing boundaries. Dying and
transgressing boundaries are essentially the same thing.”

Pieter Slagboom (1956, NL) has previously had exhibitions at Spaceburo Antwerp, Bytheway
Projects Amsterdam, Stedelijk Museum Schiedam, Albada Jelgersma Gallery, Amsterdam (group
show), and Krammig & Pepper Contemporary, Berlin. His drawing projects “Parma Violet”
(2010) and “Salt” (2017) were published by Revolver Publishing in Berlin.

Julia Geerlings (1985, NL) is curator, writer and co-director of A Tale of a Tub in Rotterdam. She
has organized exhibitions and performances for venues including de Oude Kerk in Amsterdam,
Le Moinsun in Paris, Kunstfort bij Vijfhuizen, Thkio Ppalies in Nicosia, and Kunsthuis SYB in
Beesterzwaag. She teaches at HKU, Utrecht, is a consultant for AFK, Amsterdam and CBK
Rotterdam. Next year she will be curator-in-residence at Cité des Arts in Paris.

This exhibition is supported by the Mondriaan Fund, the City of Middelburg and Stichting
Stokroos.
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Vleeshal Center for Contemporary Art 

Pieter Slagboom: As Long As The Potatoes Grow September 29, 2019--December 15, 2019 

Once every five years, Vleeshal Center for Contemporary Art awards the Vleeshal Art Prize to a promising artist 
from Middelburg, NL. This time an external curator, Julia Geerlings (1985, Amsterdam), together with a selection 
committee of experts, awarded the 2018 Vleeshal Art Prize to Pieter Slagboom (1956, Valkenisse) who lives and 
works in Middelburg. Pieter Slagboom’s work is a poetic analysis of contemporary society through the image.  At 
the same time, his pencil drawings also visualize his inner world. They are replete with personal symbols and 
refer to life’s major themes: birth, death, religion, and sexuality. His idiosyncratic and distinctive style of using 
curling and shaded pencil lines in a variety of bright colors, portrays confronting and mysterious scenes. 

Slagboom designed a new installation called ‘As Long As The Potatoes Grow’ for Vleeshal, consisting of ten 
monumental drawings measuring 300 x 500 cm (ca. 10x16 ft) in a steel construction also designed by Slagboom. 
This installation is a key project in Slagboom’s development, marking a coming together of scale and the 
revelation of his drawings as a spatial process. In recent years, his pencil drawings have been getting bigger and 
bigger and Vleeshal’s monumental space offers Slagboom the opportunity to create even larger drawings.

Scale and format are not mere formal aspects of his work, but also substantive. The viewer is led along a 
labyrinthian route past ten drawings which are suspended dynamically in the hall. At one moment you, the 
observer, are standing up close to a drawing, and at another moment there is room to observe a drawing as a 
panoramic landscape. The further you advance through the hall, the more distinct both form and content 
become. Slagboom constructs his images in gentle, bright colors  which take on a spatial effect on the linen 
canvas due to the layered, wavy or curly pencil lines. The softness of the pencil and the brightness of the colors 
contrast starkly with the explicit scenes, which gradually take shape. This slow revelation gives the observer time 
to process the layered structure of the themes: a female figure bent over a male  figure in a casket, a clitoris 
penetrating a penis, large foot soles, urinating on a face, mating rats, sniffing dogs. The images are provocative, 
causing the viewer to instinctively turn away. But whoever keeps looking, also sees an inner world of absurd 
rituals and personal symbols to do with death, violence, and sexuality, which are not readily interpretable. 

There are many paradoxes in the work, both in terms of form and themes: the olfactory world of dogs versus the 
visual world of humans, civilization versus instinct, death versus life, organic versus geometric, man versus 
woman. A recurring theme is the individual in conflict, trapped in between cultural and social norms on the one 
hand and biologically driven behavior on the other. In particular, the coercion that religion and culture exert on 
the body and the intellect. 



salt

A female figure crouches wide-legged on top of a chest, her genitalia spread over a lifeless male head. She 
urinates. Consumed by her animalism, she appears unconcerned by the presence of the six undefined figures, 
whom in turn complete the scene. Further, even, they are enjoying a meal. Gratuitous and unperturbed, they 
bring the spoons to their mouths, blow softly to cool their food, and warm themselves on the steamy, rising 
vapor. What are we looking at here? The image simultaneously promotes intrigue and annoyance; despite the 
confusion it creates, it feels also strangely familiar. Just like the parallel worlds found in poetry or a nightly dream, 
it appears that part of ourselves can be convinced by the illogical. For those who slip into the inner reservoir of 
references and symbols the visual riddle is promised. 

The oeuvre of Pieter Slagboom has been described more than once as “the best kept secret”. A striking 
description, it encompasses the multilevel, ambiguous space between thematic extremes. Civilization versus 
instinct, death versus life, nourishment versus excrement, man versus woman, worship versus disdain, they co-
exist in Slagboom’s drawings, flowing into one another and creating new, interpretive frameworks. As a ceaseless 
point of tension between cultural, social, and biological forces, Slagboom’s protagonist, man, is a torn creature. 
He is ever in conflict, ever seeking, never finding. In particular, the friction between physicality and religion 
fascinates the artist, revealing the true purity of the first and compelling absurdity of the second. Slagboom looks 
with a certain self-reflexivity at the meanings that we, as society, give to bodily expressions (excrement, sex, 
death), calling into question their apparent immutability. 

Is life, including everyday reality, really happening to us, or does it present the opportunity to look further? 
Slagboom is principally an image relativist; he views the world around him with a detached gaze (as far as 
possible, wherever he is aware), continuously disconnecting visual representation from the most obvious meaning. 
In shuffling them together, he creates images which are, in turn, completely autonomous. Because they do not 
originate from only a single story (such as an illustration), but rather, originate from an abstract question, the 
drawings maintain a suggested rather than prescriptive function. They steer but do not control, simultaneously 
complex and clear. As seen in the best works emerging from the absurdist tradition, they awaken a multitude of 
emotions (should you now be crying or laughing? Is this pure seriousness or one big joke?) and therefore 
confront us with our own perplexity. 

By creating drawings which are difficult to look at, in which the viewer instinctively wants to turn away, Slagboom 
aims for a certain image resistance. He attempts to achieve this not only in a thematic, but also in a formal sense. 
This therefore brings him a subtle yet very definitive separation between the world of the subject and the world of 
color. The scene in which the female figure empties her bladder on an (apparently) lifeless body is depicted in soft 
blue and pink tones (interesting to note here is that the color blue is used to depict both the dead body as well as 
the living, the latter of which to a lesser extent also emits a sparkling glow. It is almost as if Slagboom suggests 
that death already exists in us, the living. Or, in the words of the Belgian drama author Maurice Maeterlinck, “The 
living are the dead on holiday”. The brightness and almost sweet charm of the colors as well as the tenderness 
that is visible in the pencil lines contrasts with the often explicit scenes they form. In this sense, the color does 
not encourage a benevolent attitude towards the subject, but rather, casts it in doubt and causes its rupture. Just as 
vibrant colors in nature do not uncommonly indicate poison for humans, so do Slagboom’s color choices (in part) 
poison the subject. “ It’s the confusion [of the compressed, contradictory themes, GS] which create space in 
which the world of color is inserted,” said the artist. It is the color which detaches the topic from the possible 
cliché meanings while at the same time complicating the image and opening it to a multitude of interpretations. 



The fracture of the (modern) human being is largely addressed, as previously stated, in Slagboom’s work in the 
contrast between biology and culture (in which he also takes religion into account). The artist seems to want to 
emphasize the tension found in the two tempos in which humanity now lives. On the one hand there is the 
body and its instincts, which have hardly changed in the past millennia, while on the other there is civilization, 
which has organized rapidly in hundreds nation states managed by complex governments and other systems of 
technology-driven power. Slagboom emphasizes the most basic, elementary aspects that have proven to be 
almost unchangeable, the ones which make man human. He does not propagate a body cult, but rather, tries to 
coax the bodily functions, which in many prevailing views of society seem to be 
‘curbed’, out of its penitentiary corner. It is not rare that Slagboom zooms in on the corporeal body, fixating 
with precision on the smallest blood vessels, hairs, and the icy transparency of the skin. With respect to this the 
human body quickly takes on architectural, spatial properties, getting back the power forfeited to the lost, 
searching man. 

Slagboom’s visual style and technical signature are extremely individualistic and recognizable. His practice is 
primarily an intellectual activity, as his drawings appear to be related to sub consciousness, and are created (as 
much) by carefully observing and analyzing his own personality, immediate environment, and the world around 
him. Slagboom draws parallels and translates them through the use of rich imagery, and ratio and intuition go 
within his practice hand in hand. 

Grete Simkuté

salt (2017), Authors: Nickel van Duijvenboden and Grete Simkuté,  Revolver Publishing, Berlin.



Parma Violet 

Symbolic spaces and spaces that turn into symbols – in Slagboom’s drawings we find an analysis of the image in 
our contemporary culture, translated into dreamlike forests of metaphors, emblems, imaginary worlds. A vast 
quantity of elements, signs and symbols overwhelm the collective imagination with an excess of stimuli. As a 
result, his work seems to make us aware of a mythology of the absurd, inhabited by recurring symbols. At times 
these symbols appear to lure us into landscapes resembling labyrinths with no entrance or exit.  

The lines of the drawings are complex and branching. The pencil strokes pass through the bodies like veins and 
arteries, like the life-blood of the depicted form. This energy is not just confined to the pencil strokes, but 
emerges from the matter, the intense expressiveness of the forms. The pencil stroke, synthetic but compact, 
remains individual in all its intensity, interwoven with the whole yet sharply delineated in its form – a form that 
does not really exist but is composed purely of lines, highlighting their precarious existence within an imaginary, 
absurd world. Often we see the dualism of a harsh symbolism that is depicted in the soft, warm colours that 
make up the form. An oxymoronic state of serene anguish, absurd normality, uneasy bliss. 

Slagboom uses the oxymoron to show how seemingly irreconcilable contrasting elements are to be found in 
everyday life – as in Magritte’s later works, in which pastel colours were used to depict bucolic scenes with an 
emphasis on the absurd, or the Chapman brothers’ apocalyptic scenes translated into everyday contexts and vice 
versa. 

The scenes in Slagboom’s work go beyond the traditional time dimension to take shelter in narratives that are 
not bound to any particular time. This brings them close to Borges’ mythology, which tackles themes such as the 
labyrinth, the mirror and the double, and in which reality is constantly dissolved within an imaginary, visionary 
world. 

The transition from installation to drawing is a precise process that creates a parallel space – a space that 
describes a reality so unique and absurd that drawing appears to be the only technique capable of showing it. 

Slagboom’s work often includes rooms, environments, buildings and scale models, symbols of places, symbols of 

buildings. Each scene, each situation he describes is located within a precise dimension. 

His drawings often make use of a tautological dynamic, placing one image inside another to probe various 
realities in search of the innermost dimension. Drawing thus becomes a process of probing the psychology of 
contemporary society, from a personal angle filled with mythologies of the absurd and the real. Buildings are 
often a central feature of his work, and are often made of human excrement, whose usual cultural connotation is 
altered by the artist to give it a creative quality. Indeed, all his symbols appear to be used in ways that seek to 
challenge conventional meanings and values.  

-Lorenzo Benedetti

Parma Violet (2010), Buchhandlung Walther König, published by Revolver Publishing, Berlin.

 



Between myth and reality 

Pieter Slagboom's recent works forms a very remarkable ensemble. In part this is due tot he idiosyncratic style of 
drawing, but mostly it is because of the fascinating, personal, mythical world it evokes, in which unconscious images 
merge with recognizable scenes.  

In these scenes all the depicted objects and figures are solely made up of a crisscross of twisting pencil lines, which 
spread organically within the given forms and contours. There is not a straight line to be seen anywhere, only 
flowing and waving lines which give the impression of having been sketched quickly and spontaneously. 
Nevertheless they don't overlap the limits of the distinctively portrayed elements of which the scenes are composed. 
The drawing doesn't delineate the themes for us, it merely suggests, and is simultaneously both complex and clear.  

In recent years Pieter Slagboom has realized an extensive number of drawings, varying from small simple black and 
white sketches, to colourful and lavish sketches on sheets of 100 x 140 cm. For the recent exhibition in De 
Kabinetten van de Vleeshal in Middelburg he even worked straight onto the walls.  

In every composition there is a balanced interaction between the parts that are lightly sketched with just a few lines, 
and the parts where the pencil strokes are darkly emphasized. The apparently free and spontaneous style of drawing 
is thus harmoniously adapted to the interrelated disposition of the depicted elements. It is precisely this combination 
of control and chaos, of the Apollonian and the Dionysian, which lends the work its particular charm. These two 
opposing forces are also constantly present in the iconography of the depicted scenes. 

Two figures that feature predominately in a whole series of works are a child with a large head, and a woman usually 
depicted lying on her back on a table with her legs spread. There is little suggestion of the sexual woman, and even 
less of the fertile mother figure. The woman evoked by Pieter Slagboom produces excrement rather than living 
matter, with which the child with the large head (the artist's alter ego?) makes houses or trees. Is this a reference to 
the classic concept that woman symbolize nature and man culture, and that the latter prevails over nature? Form 
prevailing over matter? Or does the child, in his innocence of the game, seek to fathom the woman's secret? For 
"the female body ensures the effective internment of the secret, as the unity which cannot be fragmented, as fluid 
solidified into a fixed shape." (1) In any case the child is the maker, the creator who constructs things at his 
worktable. Thus the child probably is a metaphor for the artist, since "art is mainly a quest for the innermost female 
secret, a gaze prompted by the truth of her womb."(2). Or do these strange scenes refer to unfulfilled longings? 
"Freud had a pronounced tendency to see art as a non-neurotic compromise between the 'lust principle', between 
the longing to realize unconscious unfulfilled wish fantasies and the prohibition on doing so." (3) "Art is the 
modern person's most bearable way of dealing with the absurd attraction to "nothingness'." (4). George Bataille's 
statement that art can be nothing oher than an "avortement merveilleux" (5) is certainly pertinent in relation to 
Pieter Slagboom's work. 

However the child constructs not only houses, but also large, branching fruit-bearing trees. Which tree from 
paradise does it represent?Is it the tree of knowledge, of good and evil, with the forbidden fruit, the tree of life and 
its inherent immortality? Os is it the tree that symbolizes the female principle, the nurturing and protective aspect of 
the primal mother? Or is it simply a symbol of fertility? 



(1) Francis Smets: A van Abyssaal, De Vrouw als Kunst, De Kunst als Vrouw,

Garant, Leuven Apeldoorn, 2002, p. 38.
(2) Ibidem, p. 38.

(3) Frank Vande Veire: Als in een donkere spiegel / De kunst in de moderne filosofie, Sun, Amsterdam, 2002,

p. 281.
(4) Ibidem, p. 205.
(5) Ibidem, p. 206.

(6) Ibidem, p. 125.

I don't feel called upon to psychoanalyse the artist's image and thought associations, and certainly not to decipher 
their origin and background. I see only what I see and think I see. Yet the meaning behind these scenes with their 
mythological connotations remains concealed. In some drawings yet other elements appear which then take on a 
life of their own, in combination - or not - with the scenes described above. A banal lemon squeezer becomes the 
recipient into which a stooped man and woman apparently vomit, as performers in a dark fertility rite. Sometimes 
the snake appears - a universal but complex and dualistic symbol- and encircles the lemon squeezer, or the same 
man and woman each sit enthroned on a toilet in front of a gigantic lemon squeezer.  

Animals feature as well as humans - birds and apes for example - usually as spectators but sometimes as 
participants or as imitators of the protagonists. Occasionally the ape takes over the child's task, or is caught in the 
spider web formed by the excrement between the woman's legs. Does the ape here represent shamelessness and 
curiosity? The guileless birds observe and lend colour to the scene, but sometimes their droppings fall to the floor 
or the birds nestle on the woman's breasts. In various drawings objects associated with housekeeping appear - 
objects such as a laundry basket, cushions, a sewing machine, clothes hangers or knitting. Here and there 
carpenter's tools are carelessly strewn around. Then again mysterious figures appear such as a man bearing a cross 
or a bull. The effect is disorientating: is this drama or comedy? To what extend are we supposed to take these 
symbolically charged subjects seriously? 

In society the individual seldom goes unpunished through life. His being and his actions are judged and 
condemned. This is alluded to through the three judges seated behind a table. Somewhere they appear in a 
carnival setting, qualifying jurisdiction an questioning justice.  
Several scenes unfold within walled interiors than in an undefined space. Closer inspection gives one the 
impression of a theatre decor or a film set. Life as a puppet theatre in which reality and fantasy are inextricable 
entwined and escape is impossible, because barred openings block the way to freedom. The longing to flee is 
present, personified for example in the depiction of a riverboat with algae hanging from its keel, and a bus, but 
they are merely decorative and hang neatly and uselessly from the ceiling.  

An atmosphere of irrationality and vitality dominates Pieter Slagboom's work; it borders on the extravagant. But 
this spontaneous, intuitive, half conscious image making, this revelation of the dark conflicts of nature is 
rationalized and given form by the artist. We can echo Nietzsche and say that it is thank to the clear structure of 
the story that the dark underlying tragedy is made bearable. "...The lucidity of the depictions is seen as something 
superficial, like a veil wound around something dark; the clarity is seen as a clouding of that which it 
clarifies." (6). Thus Pieter Slagboom seems to create a certain order in the problematic distinction between reality 
and fantasy, but this is probably just an illusion. He presents us with illusory images, like insoluble rebuses, so that 
we are intrigued and enter into his world but become hopelessly enmeshed in the game of impotence. It seems 
that we must constantly start anew in our search for meaning.  

-Florent Bex

"Between myth and reality ", Child (2005), Authors: Florent Bex en Rutger Wolfson, published by De Vleeshal.
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Introduction

In his recent work Pieter Slagboom has withdrawn from the physical world to an imaginary space in his mind. 
Over the past four years he has abandoned his installations and environmental works for drawings: drawings 
depicting his experiences in this inner world. Slagboom’s earlier architectural sculptures and his recent drawings 
could hardly be more different. Whilst the environmental works are cool, distant and formalistic, the drawings drip 
with emotion, irrationality and shit.

In his drawings Slagboom literally presents his inner world as a space. Sometimes explicitly: as a room, with 
proportions of a lounge. Other drawings are less specific, but viewers sense intuitively that the work is set in a 
space resembling a living room. The same kind of space, over and over again – possibly because Slagboom, as do 
so many of us, pictures the part of his mind where his thoughts unfold in a room.

But perhaps there is another, more obvious, explanation. Slagboom’s home life appears to be the starting point for 
his work: a domestic setting as a mini universe, the size of a sitting room, where great universal themes are played 
out. Time and again, the matter at hand is the battle between the sexes – in which the male seems to be the weaker 
party. Slagboom captures this contest in a distinct scratchy style that is not aimed to please, but to irritate: to sting, 
and to needle.

Slagboom’s drawings do not disclose his private universe directly. He portrays his domestic life through a series of 
highly personal symbols. His spaces are occupied by women producing an endless flow of shit, which men then 
use to build houses. Elsewhere, reminiscent of Goya, men are brought before women’s tribunals. Men as children, 
women as mothers, biblical fruit trees, lemon squeezers, monkeys, birds, snakes, inland vessels and lavatories: 
these are all recurrent motifs in Slagboom’s work.

This symbolism takes nothing away from Slagboom’s candour. Although his motifs are most personal, they do not 
form a smoke-screen for the artist to hide behind. On the contrary: those who study the drawings soon discover 
that the symbolism reveals rather than conceals – namely a compulsively honest perspective on the at times 
oppressive war between the sexes. Slagboom’s symbols stem from the frustrations in this battle: a personal conflict 
connected to universal themes, through which its cause is suddenly raised to epic proportions.

This is where Slagboom’s work derives its equally extraordinary as unexpected quality: its courage. His drawings 
are as sincere as candid and as bold as his earlier works were austere and formal. And so Slagboom’s move from 
environmental works to drawings turns out to be less drastic as it would, at first, seem.

-Rutger Wolfson

"Introduction", Child (2005), Authors: Florent Bex en Rutger Wolfson, published by De Vleeshal.




